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3M Wins Contract from Austrian Ministry of the Interior
to Supply ePassport Authentication System
Systems Allow Citizens to Review Stored Electronic Passport Data

3M ePassport Verification Systems have been chosen and installed at passport issuance locations throughout
Austria. The 3M ePassport verification system gives Austrian passport holders a means to personally check the
electronic data stored on the new high-security passports the country began issuing in June.

The 3M ePassport verification system consists of 3M ePassport Readers and customized software. When an
Austrian citizen’s passport is placed on the reader, the device automatically begins the reading process and
within seconds confirms the document’s validity. The electronic contents of the passport are displayed on a
monitor allowing the document holder to view the data on screen or request a printout.

“3M won this tender issued by the Austrian Ministry of the Interior, edging out a number of other system
integrators,” states Rich Sanders, business manager, 3M Security Systems Division. “While 3M’s product was
priced competitively, it was the comprehensive nature of 3M’s overall ePassport solution, including our strong
project management, which secured the deal. A technical showdown involving a live product demonstration
proved to the customer that 3M offered not only a fully-compliant solution, but also the most timely and most
risk-free option. The need for similar ePassport self-check capabilities exists throughout the European Union and
3M is well-positioned to address these needs.”

3M brings more than 30 years of experience, a global presence, technical innovation and a strong customer
focus to the secure document marketplace. Our solutions cover a broad spectrum of enhanced travel and
border security, including document issuance and border management.

About 3M – A Global, Diversified Technology Company

Every day, 3M people find new ways to make amazing things happen. Wherever they are, whatever they do, the
company’s customers know they can rely on 3M to help make their lives better. 3M's brands include Scotch,
Post-it, Scotchgard, Thinsulate, Scotch-Brite, Filtrete, Command and Vikuiti. Serving customers in more than
200 countries around the world, the people of 3M use their expertise, technologies and global strength to lead in
major markets including consumer and office; display and graphics; electronics and telecommunications; safety,
security and protection services; health care; industrial and transportation. For more information, including the
latest product and technology news, visit www.3M.com.
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